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Press Release 

28th Jan. 2020, New York 

Our Chief Analyst Featured as Top Most Expert in Forbes Global Panel on ‘AI’  

 

We are pleased to announce that our Chief Analyst of ‘5 Jewels Research’ and Partner of Stark 
Consulting Services Inc., Mr. Sumant Parimal has been emerged as Top Most Expert in a Global Panel 
of ‘AI’ (Artificial Intelligence) experts hosted on-line by reputed Forbes magazine. 

  

In duration of around three months of this ‘on-line’ experts’ panel on ‘AI’ which was running on a 
knowledge portal Currnt.com, in which reputed experts of ‘IT’ and ‘AI’ from America, Europe, Asia, 
Australia have participated, and moderated by New York based Frank Kovacs, ratings of Mr. Sumant 
Parimal remained highest even in the last round of experts deliberations on theme ‘Digital Future’, 
and Mr Sumant retained his Top Most Expert Position, which he acquired last month under stiff 
‘Knowledge Oriented’ global peers rated competition. 

 

There were five emerging themes on ‘AI’ and ‘Digital Technologies’ which were deliberated by the 
experts in this panel which ended today. 

 

In earlier years, Mr Sumant was also invited by Oracle Corporation to join its Global On-line Experts 
Panel on ‘Blockchain Technology’ in which also he emerged as top-rated Global Thought Leader. 

‘AI’ and ‘Blockchain’ are two Innovative Technologies which are emerging very fast, and there is race 
among Tech. Firms and Countries to take early leadership in these innovative technologies. 

In his concluding remarks in Forbes Panel, Mr Sumant said “AI is going to have higher Economic 
Value leading people and enterprises to perform more in less efforts or resources. ‘AI’ is going to 
change how we even account our nation's GDP, as more and more economic value gets created 
from hidden codes and ‘AI’ Algorithms, So higher deployment and utilization of ‘AI’ in Enterprises, 
Businesses, Government and people's daily life means higher value add in lesser time, hence 
adding higher GDP value in our Economy.” 

“AI based business models are difficult to replicate at least within a short period of time when it 
starts disrupting existing established players in market” Sumant adds further. 

Mr. Sumant can be contacted for interview or analyst perspective on sumant@starkcsi.com  . 
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           Annexure: Snap Shot of ‘Forbes’ Panel on ‘AI’ On 28th Jan. 2020 

 

Link of Mr. Sumant Profile on LinkedIn :  www.linkedin.com/in/sumant-parimal-546a4416  
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